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ABSTRACT
A well studied privacy problem in the area of smart grids is the

question of how to aggregate the sum of a set of smart meter read-

ings in a privacy friendly manner, i.e., in such a way that individual

meter readings are not revealed to the adversary. Much less well

studied is how to deal with arbitrary meter crashes during such ag-

gregation protocols: current privacy friendly aggregation protocols

cannot deal with these type of failures. Such failures do happen in

practice, though. We therefore propose two privacy friendly aggre-

gation protocols that tolerate such crash failures, up to a prede�ned

maximum number of smart meters. �e basic protocol tolerates

meter crashes at the start of each aggregation round only. �e full,

more complex, protocol tolerates meter crashes at arbitrary mo-

ments during an aggregation round. It runs in a constant number

of phases, cleverly avoiding the otherwise applicable consensus

protocol lower bound.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Energy infrastructures, especially for electrical power supply, are

growing increasingly complex. More and more micro power pro-

duction units based on solar power or wind energy are connected
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to the electrical grid. Power consumption is becoming less pre-

dictable due to larger variability in life styles and the advance of

electric vehicles that need charging. �ese trends have led to the

development of so-called smart grids. Smart grids govern the in-

telligent automation of the complete transmission and distribution

infrastructure that is needed for electric power transport from the

energy supplier (generating the energy) all the way down to the end

user (consuming the energy). In the future, smart grids will even

monitor and control energy consumption of household appliances

like dishwashers and the charging of ba�eries of electric vehicles.

Smart grids are a potential privacy risk [7, 16]. It has been shown

that, when sampling power consumption in su�cient detail, smart

grid measurements are rich enough such that a measuring trace can

easily be de-anonymised with the help of other, publicly available

data sources [13]. And as Cavoukian et al. argues [5]:

�e inside of a home is the most private of places,

and is recognized at the highest judicial levels. (…)

Capturing the �ow of electricity into one’s home,

and the manner in which it is used over a period

of time, may be revealing and highly intrusive.

In fact, exactly these privacy concerns delayed the introduction of

the smart electricity grid in the Netherlands in the �rst decade of

the 21st century.

For this reason smart grid privacy is one of the topics studied in

the SEGRID (Security for Smart Electricity GRIDs) project. Within

SEGRID Distribution System Operators (DSOs), manufacturers,

knowledge institutions and universities collaborate to enhance the

protection of smart grids against cyber-a�acks (including privacy

invasions).

An important functionality of smart grids is the ability to predict

energy consumption for (small) parts of the grid, e.g. a block of

houses in a city. For this the aggregate energy consumption of

all houses in this block must be monitored over a period of time.

Privacy friendly solutions to this problem — that allow the DSO

to learn the total energy consumption of a group of households

without learning the individual energy consumption pa�erns —

have therefore been extensively studied. As becomes clear from

the review of the state of the art in section 7, these protocols do not

tolerate failures, unfortunately. Not necessarily because such fail-

ures would compromise privacy, but rather because these protocols

expect all meters to provide their inputs. Failure to provide an input

either makes the protocol wait forever, or prevents it to actually

compute the (partial) aggregated value because some essential data

is missing.

We note that such failures do occur in practice, either because of

communication failures or because of smart meter malfunctioning.

In this paper we therefore study the issue of how to make such
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privacy friendly aggregation protocols resilient to crash failures.

To be precise, let n be the total number of smart meters whose

measurements need to be aggregated. We present two protocols

that can tolerate t out of n crash failures while still aggregating the

total energy consumption of all non-faulty meters in each round.

Our contribution is theoretical in nature, showing that both privacy

friendliness and fault tolerance can be achieved in the smart grid

domain. We therefore did not implement a prototype and also

did not perform any real-world performance analysis (or run a

simulation to obtain similar results).

�e �rst protocol, presented in section 4, requires crash failures

to happen only at the start of each round, and that no failures occur

during the aggregation process itself. �is makes sense in applica-

tions were aggregation happens rather infrequently: in this case

meter crashes almost certainly happen in between two aggrega-

tion rounds. Section 5 presents a protocol that does not have this

restriction and that tolerates crash failures at arbitrary times, at

the cost of a two-fold increase in communication complexity. We

analyse the privacy properties of our protocols in secion 6. Our

conclusions are presented in section 8.

2 MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We use a se�ing similar to Erkin et al. [11], except that we allow

crash failures to occur. �is means the se�ing is as follows. We

assume a �xed numbern of smart meters, that each are programmed

to report their total energy consumption over a �xed period of time

(corresponding to what we will call a round later on). �ese smart

meters are capable of performing basic arithmetic computations,

storing temporary results linear in the number of meters n and can

directly communicate, point-to-point
1
, with each other. We do not

assume a separate aggregator or other interconnecting device. We

note that this makes our solutions more generally applicable. In

particular, if several smart meters are interconnected in a bus-like

fashion (similar to an o�ce Ethernet network) this still allows the

meters to exchange point-to-point messages. �e communication

links are assumed to be secure: they guarantee the con�dentiality

of the messages and the authenticity of both the sender and the

receiver. �e la�er requirement ensures that when meter i sends a

message to meter j, it is sure that only meter j learns the contents

of the message, and that j is sure it was sent by i .
A threshold of at most t , 0 ≤ t < n of these meters may fail.

Meters fail by crashing [15]: some of its messages may be delivered

correctly to their intended recipients, others may fail to arrive,

but crashes never introduce spurious, wrong, messages into the

system. Our �rst protocol assumes that such crash failures only

happen at the start of a round. Our second li�s that restriction.

We note that the model underlying the �rst protocol makes sense

in applications were aggregation happens rather infrequently, in

which case meter crashes almost certainly happen in between two

aggregation rounds.

We assume a synchronous system (or at least a system in which

all messages that are sent are delivered within a �xed and known

1
In our protocols meters also broadcast messages to all other meters. We do not assume

that this broadcast is atomic: if a meter fails a broadcast may deliver the message

to a subset of the meters. �is means such a broadcast can simply be implemented

as sending n point-to-point messages, while using a real, more e�cient, broadcast

primitive if the infrastructure provides it.

waiting time), such that all messages that have been sent at the

end of a protocol step will have been received at the start of the

next step (this step can be delayed until the bounded waiting time

guarantees delivery of all messages to all meters).

We do not assume any other active entities such as aggregators

or other trusted third parties. Instead our goal is to develop a pro-

tocol that allows each smart meter to compute the aggregation of

the individual measurementsmi of all non-faulty meters i , while

keeping individual measurements private. Our adversarial model

is honest-but-curious (cf. [18]): meters behave according to the

protocol, but may try to learn more information by overhearing

messages exchanged with other meters. Moreover they can col-

lude with at most n − t − 2 other meters to recover the individual

measurement of a meter not in the colluding set. �is is clearly the

maximum amount of collusion we can tolerate: if n − t − 1 meters

collude, and t non-colluding meters fail, then subtracting the indi-

vidual measurements of the colluding meters from the aggregated

sum reveals the measurement of the single remaining honest meter.

3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Measurements
Let Zq be a �eld of degree q large enough to contain the aggre-

gate measurement of n meters. We assume each measurement mi
of meter i is an element of Zq . In fact we assume that mi is uni-

formly distributed over the �rst q/n elements [0, . . . , bq/nc] of Zq
(or rather, in our security analysis we assume that knowing the sum

of two measurements does not allow us to infer anything about

any of the two individual measurements). �is also ensures that

summing all measurements never leads to a wrap around in Zq .

We will also assume that measurements from a single meter

are independent. �e sequence of measurements each meter emits

consists of random samples from [0, . . . , bq/nc]. In practice this is

not true: a household consuming a certain amount of electricity

now is quite likely consuming a similar amount of energy in a

few minutes. However, without this assumption it is impossible to

argue that given a few consecutive aggregates from a few smart

meters, one cannot derive the individual measurement of some of

them. For example, suppose we are given three aggregate values

a0, a1 and a2, where we know these aggregates are from meter 0

and 1, meter 1 and 2, and meter 0 and 2 respectively. Suppose the

meter readings never change in this timeframe, i.e. a0 =m0 +m1,

a1 =m1 +m2 and a2 =m0 +m2. �en a0 + (a1 − a2) = 2 ∗m1, i.e.

revealing meter 1’s measurement.

3.2 Secret sharing
Lagrange interpolation allows one to recover an arbitrary point on

a polynomial of degree d − 1 when given d distinct points on that

polynomial.

De�nition 3.1 (Lagrange coe�cients). For a set I ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} and

�eld Zq with q > n we de�ne the Lagrange polynomials λIi (x) as

λIi (x) =
∏

t ∈I\{i }

x − t
i − t ∈ Z

∗
q [x] ,
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and the Lagrange coe�cients as λIi = λ
I
i (0). �en, for any polyno-

mial P ∈ Zq [x] of degree at most |I | − 1,

P(x) =
∑
i ∈I

λIi (x)P(i)

and in particular

P(0) =
∑
i ∈I

λIi P(i) .

Shamir’sd-out-of-n secret sharing is based on this technique [17].

�at is, let s ∈ Zq be a secret, pick β1, . . . , βd−1
at random from Zq

and de�ne

P(x) = s +
d−1∑
i=1

βix
i .

�en P is a randomly chosen (d − 1) degree secret-sharing polyno-

mial over Zq , such that P(0) = s . �e n secret shares are given as

si = P(i). Given an arbitrary set {si1 , . . . , sik } of such shares with

I = {i1, . . . , ik } the set of indices such that |I | = k ≥ d , then using

the corresponding Lagrange coe�cients λIi allows us to recover the

secret as

∑
i ∈I λ

I
i si = P(0) = s .

In our protocol we use the fact that secret sharing is additive.

Lemma 3.2. Let P and P ′ be randomly chosen (d − 1) degree secret-
sharing polynomials over Zq , where s = P(0) (with secret shares
si = P(i)) and s ′ = P ′(0) (with secret shares s ′i = P ′(i)). �en si + s ′i
is a secret share for the secret s + s ′.

Proof. We know

∑
i ∈I λ

I
i si = P(0) = s and

∑
i ∈I λ

I
i s
′
i = P ′(0) =

s ′. �en

∑
i ∈I λ

I
i (si + s

′
i ) = s + s

′
as required. �

4 THE BASIC PROTOCOL
�e following protocol aggregates the measurements of all non

faulty meters from a set of n meters, when at most t meters are

faulty and crash only at the start of each round. De�ne d = n−t , i.e.,

the number of measurements we are sure to receive in a round
2
. We

will deal with crash failures at arbitrary times in the next section.

In each round, the protocol executes the following four synchro-

nous phases. Note that all computations are done in Zq . For ease of

notation we writemi for the measurement of meter i in the current

round (i.e., we do not add another subscript to indicate the round).

• In phase A, each (non-faulty) meter i does the following:

– Let mi be the current meter reading to be aggregated.

– Meter i constructs a random d − 1 degree polynomial

Pi such that Pi (0) =mi .

– For each j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, i.e., including i , meter i sends

secret share fi, j = Pi (j) ofmi to meter j.
• In phase B, each (non-faulty) meter j does the following:

– Meter j sets local variable Ij = �.

– It receives fi, j = Pi (j) messages sent to it in phase A
by all non-faulty meters i , and adds i to Ij .

• In phase C , each (non-faulty) meter j does the following:

– Meter j computes the aggregate secret share Fj =∑
i ∈Ij fi, j , i.e., it sums all received values. In essence

this constructs a secret share for the aggregated meter

value

∑
i ∈Ij mi .

2
Meters also send messages to themselves to simplify the description of the protocol.

– Meter j broadcasts Fj to all meters i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, i.e.,

including j.
• In phase D, each (non-faulty) meter i does the following:

– Meter i sets local variable Ji = �.

– It receives Fj messages sent to it in phase C by all

non-faulty meters j and adds j to Ji .

– Meter i computes F =
∑
j ∈Ji λ

Ji
j Fj and returns this as

the aggregated value.

We note the following.

In phase A, each meter sends n secret shares and in phaseC each

meter broadcasts Fj , so a total of O(n2) messages are sent and O(n)
messages are broadcast.

Because of the assumption that the system is synchronous and

that a meter fails only at the start of an aggregation round, in phase

B either all meters j receive a share from node i , or no node j does.

In other words, all meters j receive values from the same set of

meters I = Ij . Also, because we assume at most t meters fail at the

start of round A, each meter receives at least n− t = d secret shares.

In other words, |Ij | ≥ d . By the same reasoning in phase D we have

Ji = I for all non-faulty meters i .
�erefore we have

F =
∑
j ∈Ji

λ Jij Fj =
∑
j ∈I

λIj Fj =
∑
j ∈I

λIj

∑
i ∈I

fi, j

=
∑
j ∈I

∑
i ∈I

λIj fi, j =
∑
i ∈I

∑
j ∈I

λIjPi (j)

=
∑
i ∈I

Pi (0) =
∑
i ∈I

mi

for all non-faulty meters. �e last-but-one step follows from the

assumption on the number of failures (which implies that |I | ≥ d)

and the construction of the secret-sharing polynomial Pj .

5 DEALINGWITH CRASH FAILURES AT
ARBITRARY TIMES

�e protocol in the previous section only behaves correctly when

meters crash at the start of the round, or not at all. �e problem

lies in the computation of Fj in phase C . When meters can crash at

arbitrary times, it is no longer guaranteed that Ij = I for all correct

meters j. As a result Fj may contain a share for a meter reading

mz that is not present in other aggregate secret shares Fk . �is

then creates problems in phase D where it is no longer possible to

reconstruct the aggregated meter reading for this round.

One way to solve this is to run a consensus protocol among all

nodes a�er phase B to reach consensus on the set I to compute

the aggregate over (making sure that this set is the intersection of

all these sets Ij ), before computing and broadcasting Fj in phase

C . �is is expensive though, as such a consensus protocol would

use an additional O(t) phases of communication [1] exchanging

O(n(n + t)) additional messages [2].

�ere is a more e�cient solution out of this dilemma though,

if we loosen our requirements a bit, and thus avoid the ine�cient

lower bounds associated with a full �edged consensus protocol. �e

idea is to allow each meter to compute the aggregate over a di�erent

set of meters, with the restriction that each meter aggregates at

least the individual meter readings of the d correct meters. Some

meters, however, are allowed to also aggregate meter readings of
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meters that crashed somewhere during the round. Note that this

is no longer a consensus protocol as we allow correct meters to

output di�erent aggregates.

�e protocol then runs as follows, proceeding through the fol-

lowing �ve synchronous phases. Again all computations are done

in Zq .

• In phase A, each meter i does the following:

– Let mi be the current meter reading to be aggregated.

– Meter i constructs a random d − 1 degree polynomial

Pi such that Pi (0) =mi .

– For each j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, i.e., including i , meter i sends

secret share fi, j = Pi (j) ofmi to meter j.
• In phase B, each meter j does the following:

– Meter j sets local variable Ij = �.

– It receives and stores fi, j = Pi (j) messages sent to it

in phase A by all non-faulty meters i , and adds i to Ij .
– It broadcasts Ij to all other meters i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, i.e.,

including j.
• In phase C , each meter i does the following:

– Meter i sets local variable Ri = �.

– It receives and stores Ij sent to it in phase B by all

non-faulty meters j, and adds j to Ri .
– It then computes Ji = ∩j ∈Ri Ij (i.e., over all Ij re-

ceived).

– It broadcasts Ji to all other meters j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, i.e.,

including i .
• In phase D, each meter j does the following:

– On receipt of Ji sent to it by meter i in phase C it

computes F ij =
∑
k ∈Jj fk, j and sends F ij back to i .

• In phase E, each meter i does the following:

– Meter i sets local variable Ki = �.

– It receives F ij messages sent to it in phase E by all

non-faulty meters j and adds j to Ki .

– Meter i computes Fi =
∑
j ∈Ki λ

Ki
j F ij and returns this

as the aggregated value.

We note the following.

In phase A each meter sends n secret shares, in phase B each me-

ter broadcasts Ij , in phase C each meter broadcasts Ji and in phase

D each meter sendsn aggregated shares F ij . �is means the protocol

sendsO(2n2)messages and broadcastsO(2n)messages. �is makes

the protocol twice as expensive (in terms of communication) as the

basic protocol.

Because Ji = ∩j ∈Ri Ij , in phase D we have Ji ⊆ Ij . �is guaran-

tees that j has all fk, j required to compute F ij when it receives Ji
from i .

As we are guaranteed that no more than t meters will crash, we

receive at least d di�erent F ij messages in phase E and thus have

|Ki | ≥ d . �is means we receive enough shares to reconstruct the

aggregated meter readings.

If a meter k does not crash during the round, then k ∈ Ij for

all non-faulty j in phase B. �erefore, k ∈ Ji for all non-faulty i
in phase C . Hence in phase D, all non-faulty meters j include a

share fk, j (formk ). As a resultmk is aggregated into Fi returned

by non-faulty i . In other words, the smart meter readings of all

correct meters are certainly aggregated.

We in fact have

Fi =
∑
j ∈Ki

λKij F ij =
∑
j ∈Ki

λKij

∑
k ∈Ji

fk, j

=
∑
j ∈Ki

∑
k ∈Ji

λKij fk, j =
∑
k ∈Ji

∑
j ∈Ki

λKij fk, j =
∑
k ∈Ji

∑
j ∈Ki

λKij Pk (j)

=
∑
k ∈Ji

Pk (0) =
∑
k ∈Ji

mk

�e last-but-one step follows from the size of Ki (|Ki | ≥ d) and

the degree and construction of the secret sharing polynomial Pk .

6 ANALYSIS
�e correctness and message complexity of each of the protocols

has already been argued in the sections above. In terms of resources

consumed on the smart meters themselves we observe the following.

Both protocols use basic arithmetic operations to create secret

shares and to combine the values they receive. As this involves

computing values for (or processing values from) at most n other

meters, each smart meter executes O(n) basic operations. Similarly,

each smart meter needs to store O(n) intermediate results. �is

is practical as long as n is a reasonable value (say the number of

households in a street or a block of houses).

What remains to be shown is that the protocols are indeed pri-

vacy preserving even when n − t − 2 meters are malicious. We

will show this for the more advanced protocol from section 5; the

argument for the basic protocol is similar.

As argued in section 3 we must study privacy of individual

measurements within a single round. So assume without loss of

generality that in a single round meter 0 and 1 are honest and fault-

free, whereas all other meters are either honest-but-curious and

colluding (n− t − 2 = d − 2 of them) or fail (t of them). If less meters

fail, those meters must be honest as well because of the upper

bound of malicious meters. Assume without loss of generality that

meters 2 up to d −1 are malicious. �ese meters receive f0, j = P0(j)
and f1, j = P1(j) (for j ∈ {2, . . . ,d − 1}) in phase B (i.e., at most

d − 2). �ey also receive F
j
i =

∑
k ∈Ji fk,i for j ∈ {2, . . . ,d − 1} and

all non-faulty i . However, as both 0 and 1 are non faulty, 0 and

1 are member of every Ji and hence both f0,i and f1,i are always

summed together in every F
j
i received by the malicious nodes. �is

gives the malicious meters no information about the distribution

of m0 = P0(0) (or m1 = P1(0)) as any possible value for m0 = P0(0)
(or m1 = P1(0)) can be explained by a choice of value for f0,i for

some honest or failed meter i ≥ d (which then �xes f1,i and hence

m1 = P1(0)).

7 STATE OF THE ART
�e problem of aggregating the sum of a set of smart meter mea-

surements without learning each individual measurement has been

extensively studied [10]. Typically it is assumed that smart meters

communicate with an additional central entity called the aggre-
gator, and that smart meters cannot communicate directly with

one another (see e.g., [4, 12]). Sometimes direct communication

between two smart meters is assumed to be possible [14].

�e problem studied in this paper is of course an instance of the

more abstract problem of securely computing an arbitrary function

of some individual inputs, while keeping the inputs themselves
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private. �e study of these so-called secure multiparty computa-

tions was started by the seminal work of Yao [18]. A good recent

overview of the state of the art is given by Cramer et al. [6]. Even

though signi�cant improvement to the complexity of generic se-

cure multiparty computations has made practical implementations

a reality [3], tailor made solutions are still more e�cient.

Erkin et al. [9, 11] started studying the smart meter aggrega-

tion problem in a se�ing where no additional active entities (like a

separate aggregator) exist, and instead smart meters can commu-

nicate directly with one another
3
. �is se�ing is similar to that

of secure multiparty computations. �eir protocol requires a one-

time setup phase exchanging O(n2) messages. Each round then

uses O(n) broadcast messages, in which a meter broadcasts its own

measurement homomorphically encrypted in such a way that these

encryptions still can be aggregated to obtain the aggregated sum

of all measurements.

�e Erkin et al. protocol also works in the ’crash-at-start’ model

to collect the aggregate by simply de�ningn′ = n−t ′ where t ′ is the

actual number of failures that can be observed when the messages

are actually delivered. �is no longer works if the random values

used in Erkin’s protocol are derived from a shared seed exchanged

once during setup. In the la�er case their R(i,p) contains also the

randomness of devices that do not send their values and which

therefore does not get canceled out. �eir protocols do not tolerate

crash failures during the aggregation round.

E�hymiou and Kalogridis [8] deal with failures too, but the pri-

vacy guarantees their protocol o�ers are extremely weak. Meter

readings are sent to the aggregator using an ’anonymous’ identi�er

(i.e. without containing a reference to the true identity of the house-

hold associated with the meter), yet this identi�er stays the same

throughout and hence can be used to link di�erent meter readings

over time, and in the end re-identify the associated household.

8 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented two protocols that allow individual smart meters

to compute the aggregate power consumption of all (non-faulty)

meters in the group they belong to in a privacy-preserving fashion,

even when an arbitrary subset of the meters may fail by crashing.

Our second protocol even tolerates crashes during the aggregation

process itself, using only a constant number of message exchange

phases for each aggregation round. �is is a signi�cant improve-

ment over the state of the art.

In terms of further research we note that our protocols send a

quadratic (in the number of smart meters) number of messages.

It would be interesting to investigate the possibility to lower the

message complexity without sacri�cing the fault tolerant properties

of our protocol. Related to this question is how to deal with grid

3
Note that this model can be securely simulated by the more traditional model where

the smart meters communicate with a central aggregator if that aggregator can be

trusted to relay messages between smart meters reliably

setups that do not allow meters to communicate with each other

directly, and where a separate aggregating entity is assumed.
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